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Additional comments: 

Ofcom need to treat male and females with same equality but they dont. 

Question 1: What are your views on Ofcom’s proposed priorities for 
2013/14?: 

I want you to treat female and male genitals equal.We are born with these yet you allow 
UKtv to show all parts of male genitals anytime but BAN female genitals unless medical.This 
is offensive and highly sexist..It was also you who allowed erections on UKtv after 
never,ever,ever allowing one since UKtv began and yet you still have no reason not to allow 
broadcasters to show female genitals in the ultra explicit way they can male in any 
programme.Only ofcom have some invented sexist no reason to ban broadcasters from 
showing female genitals like they do male in the same programme..Emails fron tv channels 
all point to you as the culprit even they dont understand this ultimate sexist act..  
 
I dont want graphic sex on tv or rape or violent sex but when a tv programme goes to Kavos 
or any of the other 100 sexist programmes that contain explicit male close up genitals they do 
the same with females...They cant tho can they cause of you,ofcom are the only people who 
have a problem with female genitals and who cares because some people dont like operations 
or Jonathon Ross but we still have to put up with it.  
 
You are censoring women..A women can only see what female genitals look like by porn or 
asking a friend to look at theirs but porn is false so all these women are having labiaplastys 
cause they think that is the norm,again ofcom responsible..Also who is going to ask their 
friend to look at hers?  
 
Doctors and just so many people treat (and they should do)females same as males..How come 
on Big BROTHER Emma Willis can shout willies and bums live on channel 5 with no 
warning and not get fined,but,if it was a male shouting fannies and bums they would have 
their license revoked..Pure sexism.They did have shots of fannys and bums but could not 
show it cause of ofcom.  
 



 
If the vagina which is made up of lots of parts which tv has to pixellate out is so harmfull 
maybe the Police should be involved..Maybe they could distrubute leaflets on a part of the 
body a women is born with is so lethal it will have a Government tattoo health warning on 
it..Shall we consult gynacologists ,doctors,crime unit,army on this lethal body part..Ofcom 
have made the female genatalia the most tabboo thing/object ever and maybe the police need 
to be involved.  
 
So you allow males to do what they want on UKtv and dvd yet females are censored to R18 
vids and even then its false..Women want equal rights and they are been censored on the 
biggest most powerfull media ever and thats tv..If women cannot show in the same tv 
programme what they are born with but men can that is the sexist,most unequal right ever 
making women second class and never,ever,ever be able to equal men. 

Question 2: What are your views on Ofcom’s proposed work areas for 
2013/14?: 

Ofcom dont listen to the public..There is pure outrage and disgust and sexism and 99% of the 
time Ofcom brush it unde the carpet.Folk are getting wise by the day and and when their 
complaints are laughed at it angers them..What is the watershed exactly??Is it not a safety 
barrier stating that before 9pm tv should be pleeasent and family orientated.We havecseen 
men pulling their pants down and pulling back foreskins,tonnes of explicit male genitals 
t,swearing,operations,animal killings,incest topics..I saw Midsommer Murders at 4pm have a 
soldier head shot at then somone violently vomit within a few minutes,now that is not 
suitable before 9pm.  
 
Ofcom have to release a statement for their sexism and frank explanation of the watershed. 
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